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Abstract
TIs report documents the organzation, functionality, and algorithms of a software package which
operates as a database manager and toolset for climatological analysis of hydrographic station data. It details
the methods of quality control used in constrcton of the small, but growing, database and discusses some of
the improvements HydroBase methods offer over existing grdded databases. including a short comparison to
Levitus's World Ocean Atlas 1994 package. A large porton of

ths technical reference is devoted to describing

the software modules and providing examples for their use.

I. What Is HydroBase?
HydroBase is a set of utilities designed to enable the user to access and manpulate profied station data
plus a limited, but growing, database of hydrographic and CTD stations. It is not a graphics package. The
product of HydroBase are ASCII or netCDF fies which the user can input to hisler own favorite graphics
software. The source cod for these utilities is also provided so that individuals can build their own applications

ths package lie in its flexibilty to prodce grdde dataets on scales
speified by the user and its abilty to handle any number of measured or derived propertes. Its most importt
from the basic modues. The stengt of

feature, perhaps, and one which distinguishes ths from other databases is its implementation of isopycnal

averaging. Although most other grdde dataets are produced by averaging propertes on standad depth surface, HydroBase peorm its grddng on closely spaced density suraces and then transfonns the averaged
matrx from densty to depth coordite to ultimately produce a thee dimensonal matr grdded in latitude,
longtude and depth. Recent anysis by Lozier, McCarey, and Owens (1994) demonstrates that averaging
on depth or pressure suaces produces water propees that are dissimiar to the observed water mases; and
tht these aract are avoided by averagig/grddg in density coordinates.

Th HydroBase utities pet the user to :
- extact sttion subse from the database using a varety of parameters;

- comput hydrographic propees from observations;
- produce 3-D grdde dataets of any hydrographic propertes;
- speci al grddig parameters (latitude, longtude, depth, tie);

- projec hydrographic propertes onto suraces;
- smooth the grdded data on a suace;

- analyze data by groups of years.

The source code include librares to faciltate the readng and wrting of HydroBase fies and the computation
of hydrographic propertes for C programers who wish to utilize the data in other ways.
The style of

these programs was patterned afer the GMT-SYSTEM

1 (Wessel and Smith, 1991), a popular and

freely distbuted graphics mapping package, because it has proved to be relatively easy to understad and use.
In addition to its graphics capabilties, GMT provides several modules for interpolating and low-pass filtering
2-dimensional grdded data which are parcularly useful in the context of fillng data holes in hydrographic
propert fields. I have achieved excellent results with their module, surface, which implements a minimum
L.At this wrting, GMT-SYSTEM is available by sending emal to listserver~soestawaii.edu contaning the single message: information gmtgroup.

2

curvature spline under tension algorithm (Smith and Wessel, 1990). Rather than reinventing the wheel and
wrting a HydroBase module to pedonn the same tak, I recommend making use oftls tool (or other statistical
tools) to accomplish "objectve mapping" of the property fields when necessary. Several script fies have been
included in the '1extras subdirectory of
the software distrbution which use GMT to produce plots in PostScript
fonnat from the HydroBase fies.

A. Data Sources and Organization
The station data used in tls synthesis were obtained from the National Oceanographic Data Center

(NODC) and represent all hydrograpluc station data (pressure, temperature, salinity, and oxygen) available as
of April 1990. At the time tls document is being produced, only one ocean basin has been included into

HydroBase:

Nort Atlantic (00 -750 N, 850 W - 200 E) : 131635 stations

As time and funding permt, the South Atlantic, Pacific and Indian Ocean basins wil be add .
Th sttions are aranged geograplucally by lO-dgree WMO (Marsden) squares and stored in fies
named msq1O.extent,where msq10 is the 4-digit WMO Square designation:
WMO Square = hem * 1000 + (lat/1O) * 100 + (lonl1O);

where hem = 1 or 7 for Northern hemisphere, . (see diagram below)
3 or 5 for Southern hemisphere,
1 or 3 for Eastern hemisphere,

5 or 7 for Western hemisphere;

lat = (integer) latitu, Ion = (integer) longitu

Greewih
Merian

Interational
Dateline

Equator

00

00

1800

and extent denotes the typ of data in the file, wluch can be any combination of:
.qc : quality controlled
.shall: stations.. 200 meters depth

.ctd : CTD high resolution data
.raw : original data (not quality checked)

3

There is no parcular ordering of stations withn each fie. See Appendix A for information on the strcture of
a HydroBase station.
The original database (Lozier, Owens, and Curr., 1996) contained only hydrographic stations ;:200
meters water depth. Subsequently, the coastal data, other shallow stations, and some CTD secons have been

put into HydroBase format. These fies are designated msqlO.shall and msqlO.ctd. Because HydroBase wil
continue to grow and evolve with time, a README fie is stored with the data to log all updtes and changes
to the database.
B. Quality Control

Since producing a dataset sutable for climatological study was central to the goals of ths project, the
methods of quality control were designed to identify and eliminate unealistic data without deoying the natural varation inerent to ocean circuation. The stationS which successfully passed though our quality control

stps may not meet everone's stdads because qualty control is a very subjectve proces. Nor do we clai
to have identified every "bad" sttion or observation and kept every" good" one. Thse qualty control method

are best viewed as a preliminar process to deal with substatial numbers of unrealstic values scattered
thoughout a dataet of enormous size. Your usage of ths dataet wil dictte the ne for addtional exam-

nation of individual data points.

1. Range Checking and Mising Data
A preli sieve of the data elinated values outside of broad propert ranges which were defi
for tempratue, salty an oxygen as a fucton of depth and latiwde using atlases and synoptic secon for

gudace. Because subseqnt qualty contol stps would reqe the abilty to compute potential density, any

obseration level missig either tempratue or salty was entiely elite. Tempeatue and salty were
retaed for any level missing only an oxygen value.

2. Statistical Checking

To fuer identi quesonable data points, we use the fact tht potential tempratue (a) - salty (S)
and a - oxygen (Oz) relationsmps are locally well defied in the world ocean. Plots of a-s and a-02 for al

sttions with a discrete geographic area ilustate these relationsps and graphicaly reveal data points that

deviate signicantly from them. These plots are oftn used to identi erroneous points visaly in data as they
are collec an anyzed. Because had-pickig outlers from visual representations of several hundred
thousand sttions was not a viable option. a method was devised to identi thse outlers computationay.

Th a-s cue for a group of sttions with simar property profies can be approxiated by vertcally
subdividi the obsered points into smaler groups as a fuction of density and then connec the mean a,s

point for each density bin with straight lies (figue i). As the number of densty bin increases, these line
segments converge on the shape of the a-s cue. A line tagent to ths cue at the mean a,s point of each

density bin approximates the a-s relation for that bin. The stadad deviation of sainity as a fuction of
potential temperatue can be easily computed as the least squares distace from th tagent line to the corre-

sponding observed a,s combination. Pigure i ilustrates that a distance of approximately :t2 standard
deviations from the tangent line adequately characterizes the natural spread of observations; most points outside
of ths envelope appear to be errant. Although density varations are oftn dominated by potential temperature,
in some locations, notably the subpolar oceans and near the sea-sudace, salinity ha a greater infuence. In
these instances, it is more sensible to compute the stadard deviation of potential temperature as a

function of
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Figure 1: A 8-S diagram of actual observations in a 5° square geographical area ilustrates the paradigm by which the data were statistically checked. The contours delineate the density bins used in the
statistical fit (solid contours are 0' relative to 0 db., dashed lines are 0'-200 and 0'-4000 bins used for
deeper observations). Different symbols denote thee depth regimes which determined the reference
level associated with each point. Filed circles depict the mean 8-S pair for each bin. A thin solid line
connecting the circles approximates the mean 8-S curve for the area. The heavy, broken lines define

the 2.3 standard deviation envelope outside of which points were eliminated from the database.

5
salinity. Siiilar characterizations can also be made for the 8-02 (or S-02) relation, where the standard devia-

tion of oxygen observations is computed as function of potential temperature (or salinity when it vares more
rapidly than temperature).
In order to use these statistical characterizations to identify outliers, the data were first subdivided into

geographic areas to achieve a balance between two goals: (1) to create groups with similar 8-S and 8-02
profies; and (2) to maxiize the number of stations in each group. Using all station data withn a 5-degree
square area, 8-S and 8-02 plots were produced. In areas which showed a large degree of scatter in the property

relationships, 2.5-degree subdivisions were made. If ths subdivision was inadequate to obtan relatively tight

propert-property relationships, the data were fuer subdivided into I-degree squares. Where the station
density was low, neighboring I-degree squares were combined into larger areas to achieve a iinimum of ten
stations per area with which to establish statistically signficant mean property relations.
We used the smaller geographic areas (i - 2.5 degree) to compute mean property relations for the upper
1000 meters only. Below 1000 meters, larger geographic areas (5-degree squares) compensated for the decreae of available observations
and enabled us to bettr identify deviant points by more precisely defining the
mean propert relations. We found tht ths generaly precluded an aberrant cast from skewing the mean and

stdad deviation enough to slip though the sttistcal checking.
The data were also divide into vercaly contiguous sectons for which the mea 6-S and 6-02 rela-

tions were approxiately liea. We opte to subdivide the data into density bin rather than by depth and
chose these bin empircaly by superpsing isopycnas onto the 6-S diagrams and examning the resutat
segments of

th world ocea, we

the 6-S profies. Afer exprientig with these diagrams in varous par of

arved at sets of density bin appropriate to generalzed geographic areas. "

Afer establishing geographic and vertcal subdivisions, the remainder of the procedure was
staightforward. For each geographic area, we fi compute th slope, intercept, and appoprate std

deviation for the lies chaacrig the 6-S and 6-02 relationsps. (I bin where th ratio .1altJ.åtheta
exceed an aritrary chosen value of 1.0, salty was used as the independent parameter in evaluatig the

stdad deviation.) Theneach tempratue, salty, and oxygen observation was individualy compared to the

sttical chaacriation in the appropriate densty bin. Any value which diered by more th 2.3 stdad
deviations2 from the lie was elited. If a 6-S pai fell outside ths envelope, the entie scan was elited

beause we would lat nee both propees to comput densty. Any oxygen point falg outsde the envelope

was elited but the temprate and salinity obserations were retaned. Any point whose density fell into

none of the defied bin or into a bin contag less th thee points was elinated. Finy, any sttion
havin great th 20% bad obserations was completely elimted.

Ths procede was applied twce to the dataase. In the Nort Atlantic; the fist pass elinated 7792
(5.5%) sttions. Tempratue-salnity (oxygen) outlers were identified in 6.6% (12.8%) of the individual
scan. The higher oxygen elition retlect the removal of even a good oxygen point if its associated temperatue or salty faied the tes For the second pass, the data which emerged from the fist chek were used
to recompute th mea and stdad deviations for the propert relations. An addtional

1.3% of stations were

eliiinated For ths pass, 2.3% of individual samples "failed to meet the 6-S crterion, while 4.5% of oxygen
samples were eliminated. Overall, the sttistical check redce the Nort

Atlantic dataset by 6.6%, to a tota

of 132,608 stations. Finly, we note that ths data elimination was distributed uniformly over the water

column. Figure 2 shows that the vertcal distrbution of observations before and afer quality control are
virtally identical indicating that the shape of the vertcal distrbution is a result of sampling strategy and not an
arfact of our qualty control proceures.
2. Ths lint was chsen on the sttica basis thai approximaely 98% of all observons in a normally ditrbuted population wil faIl withn 2.3

stdard deviaton on either side of th mean.
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Figure 2: Vertical distrbution of observations in North Atlantic dataet from Lozier et al. (1996)
(only stations:; 200 meters are included here) before and afer quality control procedures. Each
bar depicts the percentage of stations in which at least one observation was made between the
standard depths listed on the y-axs. This percentage is based only on the number of stations
where the sea floor is deeper than the standard depth.
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3. Oxygen Quality

The method for titrating oxygen samples changed in the late 1950's from a potassium dichromate
standard to a bi-iodate standard. Wortngton (1976) suggests that all data produced under the old standard
should be multiplied by 1.048 to correct for inconsistencies generated by the change in methods. We reluctantly
opted to eliminate older oxygen data (pre-1960) completely from the database rather than attempt to adjust
those values.
4. Further Quality Control

Contoured fields of the standard deviations computed for the means of each property proved an invaluable tool in identifying some remaining questionable values. In several instances data from a single cruise
with many stations adversely biased the mean in a parcular
area creating a large standard deviation wluch
enlarged the envelope of allowable observations in the statistical check. In these cases, we manually identified
and removed the suspect crise from the original set of sttions, then completely recomputed the statistical
check for that area.

C. Comparison to World Ocean Atki 1994 Database
Because the levitus climatology (Levitus, 1982; Boyer an Levitus,
1994; Levitus and Boyer, 1994;
Levitus, Burgett and Boyer, 1994) has become a stdad in the oceanograpluc communty, a comparson
between the latest version, World Ocean Atlas 1994 (hereafer WOA), and its I-degree grdded dataet and a
HydroBase l-dgree dataet is included here. Both dataets use the NODC arcluve ofhydrograpluc stations to

produce gridded values -- so the difference do not reflect an incongrty in the number of data avaiable. . TIs
comparson is not intende to disparage the levitu data -- wluch represents an enormous effort and ha proven
itself quite useful -- but rather to demonstrate that thoughtf adjustments to methods have brought about some
measurable improvement to the cliatology.

First, HydroBase methods more correcy approximate the observed 9-S relations -- espeialy in the
upper 1000 meters. Figue 3 shows the potential temperatue fields on a densty surace near 600 meters depth
in the subtropical gyre as computed from each dataet. The subtropical region
of the WOA map describes
numerous sets of closed contours -- war patches oriented zonally along 27°N as well as near the axs of the
Gulf Stream system, plus a cold anomaly in the center of

the gyre -- wluch are absent from

the HydroBase map.

To fuer probe these anomales, figues 4 and 5 compare the depth, potential temperatue and salinity
relations for I) the actual observed data, 2) the WOA i ° averaged values, and 3) the HydroBase 1° averaged
values for two locations. In the war, salty case (figure 4), the averaged WOA 9-S values are clearly distortd
from the actual observed 9-S cue: lugher in salinity for temperatues between 7-14°C wlule many fresher
values prevail in the 17-22° C range. TIs geograpluc region, strongly inuenced by the meandering position

of the Gulf Stream, exhbits great varabilty in its temperatue and salinity characteritics at depth 0:00
meters. Lozier et al. (1994) demonstrate quite clearly that averaging on pressure suraces (WOA method) in
such a frontal area results precisely in ths distorton of
the 9-S relation, wlule isopycnal averaging (HydroBase
method) more closely reproduces the observed 9-S curve.
The cold, fresh patch near the gyre interior also represents a sluft in the 9-S relation of the WOA dataset
relative to the observations (figure 5). In tls case, salinities are slightly, but consistently, fresher between

12-1 rc compared to the observed propertes. The cause of tls sluft is not, however, isobarc averaging -- the

water exlubits far less 6-S varabilty and isobarcally averaging even the most diverse water parcels found at

8

any given depth does not produce the 6-S defined by the WOA curve. The explanation for ths remains unclear;
possibly the result of

the smoothng or objective mapping procedure or it may reflect the inclusion of XBT data

(Levitus, personal communication) which may have biased the temperature averages. While HydroBase exclusively employs 6-S pairs in forming averages, the WOA averages incorprate temperatures which are not
balanced by salinities. The fact that the 6-S shift corresponds to depths -= 700 meters (XBT depth range) lends
support to ths possibilty.

HydroBase methods also enhance the resolution of surfaces, especially deeper than -200 meters.

Because original observations are used, the averaging process can be tuned to resolve the property gradients at
scales much finer than the 500-meter standard depth spacing onto which the WOA data is interplated before
averaging. HydroBase also preserves and utilizes the bottom observation of each cast, whereas ths infonnation
is lost in the WOA method. Figure 6 depicts the positive effec of ths approach by comparng pressure and

potential temperature fields from each dataset on a deep density surface (cr-4 = 45.907). Most notably
missing from the WOA dataset are the deep western boundar curents which contrbute a significant amount of

shear to the HydroBase surace. Almost no WOA data show up nort of 50oN; ths is directy related to the loss
of bottom infonnation when the data is interplated onto standard depths spaced 500 meters apar. Figure 7
ilustrates how virally none of the data below 500 meters is incorprated into the WOA averaged dataset
because the casts do not quite reach to the next stadad depth, 5500 m; and that ths fuer results in the
omission of a significant secon of

the 6-S cue. In the nort, consistent omissions of near-bottm data like

ths example, translate to the disappearance of the deep bounday cuents.
Imprtt differences also exist in the potential temperature field of

figure 6. West of60oW, the WOA

temperatues are too war (and therefore salty) on ths density surace. Figure 7 shows that the WOA averaged

salinities at 3500, 40 and 4500 meters are stongly skewed toward salty values in the western Atlantic near
28°N. Here again, it is not possible to detemue the source of

ths disparty: quality control, interplation onto

stadad depth, smoothng, or objective mapping are possible causes. Taken together, the pressure and tem-

perature fields from the WOA dataset give a completely different view of the abyssal circulation than a
contoured version of actal observations gives, e.g. Reid (1994). In contrast, Hydrobase replicates such abyssal
fields -- with allowance for data coverage and smoothng -- because its averaging methods more closely reproduce the observed 6-S relations.
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Figure 3: Potential temperature on a density suface in the thermocline of the subtropical gyre from A) Levitus' W orId

Ocean Atlas 1994 database and B) HydroBase. Both represent the 10 gridded annual averages which were treated
identically to produce these maps. The WOA map contans anomalously war (red) patches along 28°N and in the
Gulf Stream system, and anomalously cooler temperatures (closed yellow contours) in the center of the subtropical
gyre. Isopycnal averaging is one factor in avoiding such anomalies.
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Figure 7: Potential temperature and salinity from a 5° square geographical area near 25°N, now
plotted vs. depth and in 8-S space compares averaged values from HydroBase and World Ocean Atlas
1994 (Levitus, 1994) to the original observations from which both were derived. Selected density
contours (45.89, 45.90, and 45.91) are also mapped onto the 8-S diagram. The WOA salinities are

significantly higher than the observations near 4500 meters leading to a skewed 8-S curve. The WOA
omits nearly all data;: 5000 because most stations do not reach to the next standard depth level, 5500m.
The result is that the deepest par of the 8-S curve is not represented at all in the WOA dataset.
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II. HydroBase Utilties
A. An Overview

The HydroBase utilities consist of a set of exectables, wmch you build on your platform,

plus a set of

C libraries which perform the basic functons necessar to read and wrte HydroBase fies. The source code
resides in the ¡src subdirecory of the softare package in the following fies:
Main Modules

cdfinfo
cdf2asc
extract

fidblan
getpos

grid3d
gridsurf

propcalc
smoothsurf

invertblan surdiff
ms*sort
tieprop
preblan
xy4gmt

Libraes

Defintions/Strctures

prop_subs.c

hydro_cdf.h
hydrobase.h

hydro_utis.c
hydro_cdf.c
phyprops.f
eos80d.f

Each of th mai modes is invoked from th comiand li with a set of arguent to spif varous
options. In general, the rues goverg the synta of

the arguents are few:

- the inut fies are listed as the fist arguents -- i.e. imedately following the program nae.
- the stcte of the arguents is generaly:
-Ovalue 1/value2/alue3

where a dah prec the upprcase Option leter, followed by the appropriate values, which

are separated by slashes. No white space is petted between any par of a single argument
- In ths docuent, optiona arguents wi be placed in square brackets, i.e. (-Ovaluel/value2);

.

requied arguents wil be liste without brackets.

Figue 8 lists the softare modules available, what typ of input/output files each readslproduces and

how they are related to one another.
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HydroBase
Station
Files

cdfinfo ~

extract
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about
cdf fie

preblank
getpos

¿.
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timeprop

xy4gmt
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listig
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smoothurf ~

Ionllat
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Figure 8: I/O diagram relating varous HydroBase modules. The names of

modules are highlighted with yellow

while the arows denote the ty of input and output they operate on and produce. The blue pathway indicates

a typical sequence of modules used to produce a propert mappe on a horizonta surface.
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Each module reads and produces a file format which falls into one of these categories:
HydroBase station fies:
ASCII text consisting of a header line and varable number of data records in which
original station data is stored.
binary netCOF "cdCfies":
hydrographic propertes gridded in 4-0 as a function of latitude, longitude, depth and
time and stored in fies conforming to the XOR protocol.

ASCII listings:
output from surface grdding and smoothng programs, generally lists lat, Ion and
property values.

Some modules perform database management functons (extract, ms*sort, propcalc, cdj2asc), or produce listings (getpos, timeprop, xy4gmt, preblank, findblanks, cdfinfo). Grid3d produces a 3-dimensional
matr of isopycnally averaged propertes. Grisuifproduces a 2-dimensional matrx of a property on some

surace and can tae either HydroBase staon fies or cdf fies as input. When HydroBase station fies are used,

the averagig is done on the 2-diensiona suace spcified. If that surace is a density surace, then the data
wil be isopycnay averaged, but if the suace is some other propert (depth, pressure, tempratue....) the
averagig wi be peormed on tht surace (i.e.isobarically, isothermally, etc... averaged). Smoothsuifties
the 2-densiona surace and splits it into individual propert fies (lat-lon-z trplets) and can also do some
elementa interplatig and smoothng.

By keeing much of the data in ASCII format, reformattng and processing taks can be hadled
though the UNIX utities awk, grep, sed, etc. and
easily made avaiable to graphics utiities favored by individual users.

Th formt for storig 3- and 4-0 grdde dats is based on the XDR platform-inpendent data

representation imlemente in th netCDF librares avaiable though UCAR. 'Is format was chosen for a
numr of reaons: it was degned to hadle grdd data it is beomig a stdad in the scientic community, may utities which hadle netDF fies aleay exi, and it permts tranrtg data across computer

architees.
Th followig seons explai the usage of these utities and de some of the algorith used in
their implementation.
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1. Gridding Hydrographic Properties in 3-D: grid

Input: HydroBase format fies, optional sigma series definitions, std depths
Output: cdf fie (binary netCDF format)

Usage: grid3dfilenameJoot(s) -Bwestleastlsouth/north -Ix_incr/y_incr

-Plist-of-properties -Ccdf_outfle_name (-N) (-G) (-Sref_idlsigma_series-lle)
(-Zstd_depthßle) (-Ttime_bin-lle) (-Wwindow(lw_incr)) (-Ddirname) (-Efile_extent)
filenameJoot(s): are the list of HydroBase files to be searched. You can speify the entire path for each fie
or just the rootne and use the -0 and -E options to speify diecory and file extent. The filenames must be

the first arguments afr the grd3d command.

- B : speifies grd bounds
-C : nae of netCOF output fie.
-I : speifes grd increment in degrees; ex: -10.5

OR spcify separate x,y increment with a slash to delit xincr/yincr;
ex: -12.0/0.5

- P : list of propert IDs to incorprate;

ex: -pprltsa/oxlt
-p (by itslt prodces a list of avaiable property IDs

. (-Sl : reCid = 0,1,2,3 or 4. Speif a separate fie for each reference leveL.
Each lie in fie contans sigm, sigmax, incr(sigm and sigmax are
inclusive in generatig senes). Values MUST

be monotonicaly increasing.

-S by itself list the default sigm senes.
(-Zl : nae of fie containing list of stdad depth levels to use in output matrx.

(values must be monotonicaly increag.)

-Z by itslf list the default stdad depth seres.
(- Tl : nae of fie defig tie bin to grd multiple matrces.

(-Nl : suppess incluson of obseration counts.
(-Gl : report vercal data gaps in the output profies to the screen (strr).

(- D 1 : spcies diecory for inut data fies (default is cuent diecory)
ex: -O..data
(-El : spes inut fie extnt (default is no extent)

ex: -E.dat

(- Wl : pressue widow (db) around each observation for computig gradient propertes (buoyancy,

vortcity...). Th window is subdvide into a pressure senes for approxiating the t and s
gradients. The optona w_incr gives the size of

the increment (db) of

ths pressure series. You

gain nothng, but expend more cpu cycles, by spifying an increment smaller than the vertcal
resolution of the input data. The value of window should speify half the tota pressue
window. The default value for window is 10. If no w _incr value is specified, w _incr is set to the
same value as window so tht 3 points wil determne the gradient.

ex: -Wi 00/1 0 mean a gradient window of200 db (100 above, i 00 below) wil be used to compute the
density gradient. Withn tht window, the observations wil be interplated onto 10 db intervals to
compute the t and s gradients used in computing the density gradient.
.
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Grid3d computes an average profie at each node on a latitutude/longitude grid from randomly spaced
a netCDF fie of hydrographic propertes gridded as a function oflat, lon, and depth. The

stations and outputs

depth dimension consists of a series of standad depths which have default values, but wruch can be optionally
speified using -Z. The propertes to be profied, wruch are chosen from a list of options, are averaged on

density (sigma) surfaces by interplating the observations onto a series of density levels and computing a mean
for all observations witln a grd square. The user spcifies the isopycnal (sigma) surfaces on which the aver-

aging with the -S option (see below). Unless the -N option is speified, the number of observations used to

compute each average is output together with the averaged value. With the - T option, multiple 3-D matrces wil
be created, one representing all the data wrule each of the others represents a user-specified range of years.

When tlsoption is not speified, a single matrx incorprating all data wil be generated. By presortng the
station data with th extract module (e.g. by month, depth levels, location...), you can selectvely fiter the
dataset wruch you input to grid3d.
Isopycnal A vera2Ing at the Sea Suñace:
Near the sea surace, temporal varations in wind stress, heat, and freshwater fluxes considerably

complicate isopycnal averagig. Grid3d uses a mied-layer approach in determning the average propertes at
the sea surace. A mied layer is define for eah observed sttion as the depth range where the density is

witln 0.1 sigma-O unts of the value at the sea suac (see figue 9). The mean of al observed sea surace
density classes, eqaly weighte, determes which density class wi ultiately chaacteri a grdnode. Each
mixed layer class, thus defined, has an associated thckness (deth) which is the average depth of all the observed mixed layer tht fal into the same class. Measured propertes (pressure is, of course, an excepton) are
assumed to be unformy mied thoughout the mied layer. Thus a sigle value for each property is deterned

for an observed mied layer by integrati the obsered propert values with resp to the pressure interval
over which they were obsered and dividig by the tota presse range to yield a propey value pe unt

volume. 1bs value, determed for eah sttion, is sued with other sttions of the same surac densty

class to prodce a mea propert value which is aplied evenly thoughout the mied layer chosen to represnt

the grdnod. Conversely, values for pressue and derived propees (e.g. sigm, dync height.) are compute for the top, bottom, and at 100 met inteals thoughout the mied layer from pressue, tempatue,

salty trplets at these levels. The values of propees at dept levels beneath th mied layer are deteed
from th data which was isopycnay averaged on th. sped sigma seres. When intelatig the isopycnay averaged data onto the depth

levels of the 3-D grd,the algorith checks for and uses only the sigma

surace which are depe and denser th the bottom of the mied layer to avoid creatig any sttic inbilties
at the base of the mixed layer. In other words, the de levels of the output grd which fal with the mixed

layer deth wi have a unorm value for eah prope, whie the prope values associate with grdde
depth levels de th the bottom of the mied layer wi be detened by interplatig th values isopyc-

nayaveraged in the density seres.
Chooine Sil!a Swfaces :

Although a default density series on which the propees are averaged is supplied, the user can (and
should!) spif a sigm (density) seres with the -S options. Opum results wi be obtaed by custoßUzing
the sigma seres for a parcuar par of the ocan The goal is to sp sigma values which span the entire
water colum and adately chaactere the propert profies.

Because the isopycnay averaged propertes

wil be interplated back onto stdad depth, a closely space set of sigma suraces will impar greater accu-

racy to the determnation of dept profied propertes. However, a large number of sigma suraces wil slow the
spe of the computation signficantly. The sigma seres therefore, should be speified to balance speed and

accuacy, and should reflec the vercal density gradients for a parcuar area..

The sigma series is comprised of five different reference pressures (0, 1000,200,300,40 db);
and values for each reference pressure should be speified separately using -Sqef_id~, where ref_id is 0, i, 2,
3, or 4. Because sigma is not a linea functon of T, S, and P, the tranition points between sigmas referenced
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Figure 9: Density profies of upper 100 meters of stations within 10 square area ilustrates seasonal varation of
density at sea surace (SS). HydroBase uses a mied layer approach to estimate the average propert values at
and near the SS: schematic bins depict the average depth and sigma distrbution of "llxed layer classes" which

would be defined for this grd node. The highlighted bin constitutes the llxed layer class which would
represent this node and determne its propert values from the sea surface to -60 meters.
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to consecutive pressure levels (e.g. the transition from sigma-O to sigma-IOOO values) are uniquely determined

at each gridnode. Although propertes wil be averaged on every surface speified in the sigma series, the
averaged depth values determne which sigma surfaces wil ultimately be used to compute the propeny profiles
in the depth ranges associated with each reference pressure (0-500 m for sigma-a, 500-1500 m for sigma-IOOO,
15OO-25OOm for sigma-200, etc...). For example, only sigma-lOoo levels whose averaged depth is greater than

500 meters and less than 1500 meters wil be used in detemuning the profie at standard depth between 500
and 1500 meters. Ths somewhat eases the tak of choosing sigma suraces for the isopycnal averaging -- since

a single set of sigmas wil suffce for large geographic areas -- wlule it also avoids problems of jumps and
instabilties at reference level boundaries.
Choose your sigma levels by determning the range of sigma-O values wluch occ in the depth range

0-500 meters. You can look in atlases to find tls information, or extract a few stations from the region and use
propcalc to compute sigma values for each station:
propcalc sample.dat -Ppr/de/telsalsO/sl/s2ls3/s4 ~ sample.

prop

Do the same for sigma-lOO (depths between 5001500 meters), sigma-200 (1500-2500 meters), sigma-300
(2500-3500 meters), sigma-4 (~3500 meters). You should ai to overspeif, rather th underspeify, so

you don't have large vertcal gaps between consecutive isopycnas. Examples of sigma fies can be found in
the Æst subdiecory of tls software distbution.

Vertical Data Gap§:

Inrplating between vertcally spaced obseations remai one of the great problems associate
the samling eqpment, and errors in anysis rep-

with hydrograpluc data. Poor sampling strategy, faiure of

the many possible sources of inuate vercal resolution. Whre prope gradents are large

resent a few of

and varg relatve to the vertcal spacing, interplation may prodce invald estmates of the propertes between observations. The non-lieaty of the eqation of stte wi then introdce signicant error to derived

propees such as density. No sile method liea or splies of many vareties, prodces an adate solution
to missin data in al cass. Under the assuption tht no data is bettr th bad data HydroBase checks for

and does not interplate over vertcal datagaps. In th thrmoclie (uppe 1000 mete) a dataap is defied as
~200 met separation between observations, whie below tht level, th lit is relaxed to ~60 metes. Ths

check applies to both incomig data--the obseations wluch are intelate onto th sigma sees--and out-

going data--when intelating the isopycnay averaged profies back onto stdad de. Ths resuts in

average profies with some holes (wluch are fied with mising data flags in th netcd fies), but also prevents
anomalous blips in the propeny fields. The -G option wi enable a reprt of dataaps wluch occu in th outut

profies. A daap occus when a stdad depth level fals beeen two density suaces whose average
deth dier by 200 m in the thermoclie (or 60 m beneth the thermoclie). Th could indicat tht datagaps
in the origi sttion profies prevente any inormtion from being averaged in ths dept and density regie.

The softare doe attempt to distngush between datagaps and a pycnostdin-which-a-verthck-densty-layer
could result in a distce ~ 200 m between density levels. Vercal interplation is performed over a pycnost.

Computin2 A ver32§ of i! Property !! Computin2 ! Property from A ver32es:

Ever user of th package should undersd tht computig propees such as sigma, dync
tht propert is not necsary the same

height, buoyancy, etc. at each sttion and fidig th average value of

as computing these propertes frm averaged t, s and p profies. Ths mode was intentionaly conscted to
permt tls to be done either way. Experience ha shown tht in general, generating average profies of observed properes (pr, te, sa, ox...) wlule computing the derived propertes frqm those averages produces
sensible values.

Grid can be run consecutively to grd average profies from observed propertes, then to consct
average profiles of derived propertes computed from the first set of average profiles by using cdj2asc to con-

vert the cdf file into a HydroBase format fie. Although perhaps confusing, ths concept has valuable
applications when your goal is to constrct 3-D matrces of derived propertes.
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Other Notes:

Grid is a memory-and-compute-intensive program which can take considerable time to run

depending on the memory resources and spee of your cpu. However, gridsurf wmch reads cdf format

files, works very quickly from the netcdf fies, so once grid3d has been run, subsequent steps are relatively
spey. The code dynamcally allocates and frees memory as it is needed, but you may find it necessary to
subdivide a large geograpluc area and produce multiple .cdf fies to avoid rumung out of program memory. It
is wise to run grid separately for each 10° Marsen Square fie (see the script fie dogrid3d in the ./extras
subdirecory of ths software distribution.) Multiple netcdf fies can be input to gridsurf
Comparsons of

propert maps on density suraces wmch are generated by gridsurffrom grid3d output
the gridJd averaging

and from the original ascii data files are virtally identical. We deemed ths a good test of

algorith.
exaples:

grid3d -P
produces a list of avaiable propertes.
grid3d -S
list the default sigma series.

grd3d -z
list the default stdad depth.
grd3 7001 7002700370047005 -B-6/-10/0/10 -1.5 -Ppr/th/salox -Cequator.cdf -E.dat -SOtropics.sigO
-Sltropics.sigl. -S2tropics.sig2 -S3tropics.sig3 - Ttime.bins -Zstddepth.list
wi use al sttions in the fies 7001.dat 7002.dat ... etc. to create a grdde dataet of pressure, potential temì.',_'

peatue, salty, oxygen. The lat/on grd boun wi be 600-lOoW, O-ION with ha-degree spacing; th

de values listed in the fie stddpth.list wi constute the depth diension. The averagig wil be done on
the densit suaces spifed in the fies tropics.sigO, tropics.sigl,...etc; default sigm-4 values wil be used.

The outpt fie wi be caled equntor.cdf. In addition to a matr includig al sttions, two other matrces wil
grd the averages for the ranges of yeas speed in ti.bins.

The me tropics.sigO contans:

The fie tie.buis contans:

18.025.0 1

1950 1969

25.127.0.1
27.0228.2.02

1970 199

The me stdpths.lit contans:

o 10 20 30 50 75 100 125 150 200 250 30 40 500 600 700 800 900 1000 1100

1200 1300 140 1500 1750200 2200 240 2600 2800 300 3200 34 3600 3800
40 4200 44 4600 4800 500 5200 540 5600 5800 600 6200 646600 6800

700 7500 800 8500 900 -99
NOTE: -99 holds a place for the bottom observation at each gridnode. The lat element in the standard depth
array will always be replaced with the deepest observatin.
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2. Gridding on a 2D Surface: griur!

Input: HydroBase station fies or cdCfies
Output: ASCII text fie for each sudace specified.
Usage: gridsurf filename Joot( s) (-Ctime _bin_index) -Blwestleastlsouth/orth
-lincrement -Plisi-of -properties (-Ssurface_definitionßle) (- Wwindow(lw _incr)) (-Ddirname)
( -Efile_e.tent)
-FilenameJoot(s): are the list of HydroBase fies to be searched. You can specify the entire.
path for

each file 01
be the

.ust the rootname and use the -D and -E options to spcify directory and file extent. The fienames must

first arguments afer the command.

- B : speifes grd bounds
-I : spifes grd increment in degrees; ex: -10.5

propertes to projec onto surace;
ex: -ppr/thsa/oxlt

-P : list of

-p (by itslf prodces a list of avaiable propertes

(-C) : inut fies are cdf format fies. (default is HydroBase formt)
optionay speif tie_bin index (if none speified, index 0 wil be used)

(-S) : fie contag SUace defitions.Ifths is not speifed these values are expe
to come from the stadad inut device.

(-D) : spes diecory for input files (default is cuent diectory)
ex: -D.Jdata

(-E) : speifes inuCfie extnt (default is no extnt)
ex: -E.da

( - W) : pressue window (db) around each obseration for computi gradent propees (buoyany,
pot.

vortcity). Ths widow is subdvide ino a pressue series for approxiatig the t and s

gradents. The optona parameter w_incr gives the sie of

the increment (db) of

ths pressue series.

You gai noth, but expnd more cpu cycles, by spifing an increment smaler th the
vertcal resolution of

the inut data. The value of window speifes ha the tota presse window. Tht

default value for windo is 10. If no w _incr value is spifed w _incr is set to th same value as
windo. ex: - W1001l0 mean a gradent widow of 200 db (100 abve, 100 below) wil be used to

.~

compute th density gradient. Withn tht window, the obserations wi be interlate onto 10 db

t

inteals to compute the t and s gradents used in computing the density gradent.

l'

Gridsurf projec hydrographic propertes onto one or more SUaces and computes mean and stdad

deviation values of those propertes for eah node in a grd. The grd spacing and bounds are spifed by the
user. Al points withn a grd square are use to compute the mean and are weighted equaly; squares do not

overlap. The centers of each square form the nos of the matrx representng a surace.

The sUDace may be defined by some value of any property supported by HydroBase (depth, pressure,
temperatue, densty, etc.) The propertes at each station are linealy interplated onto the sUDace; and the
averaging, which produce the grd, is done on that sUDace. That is, if
interplated propertes wil be averaged on that depth surface. WE

the sUDace is a 100 m depth sUDace, the
STRONGLY RECOMMEND that propertes

be averaged on density sUDaces to avoid distortng the t-s property relationships, espeially in frontal zones. If

the sUDace being grdded with gridsurfis of.l ~ other than densitv.. the data should first be gtdded (aver~~ with the program grid3d. and tht product used as llut to gridsurj The input data may be randomly
spaced stations or pre-gridded data: gridsurf accepts HydroBase station fies or cdf fies produced by gridJd.
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For each surface, anoutput fie of ASCII text is generated containing:

st line)

(2nd line)
(lline for each gridpt)

Some specific details regarding the inner workings of griurf:

a. Gridsurfuses the fist (shalowest) occuence of the value defining the surace. TIs is importt

only when the prope defing the suace is not monotonic with depth.
b. If the surace is a density surace an is absent from a parcuar sttion, gridsurf checks to see if the

suace is outcropping at that sttion. If the observed density at the sea-surace is greater th the density for
ths surac, gridsurf accunts for the outcropping by pretending the suace occued just above the sea surace
at a depth of -I
meter. Ths must be done for pressure and depth but canot be done for other propertes lie
temperatue; so the number of obserations which contrbute to the mean of these propertes must be totaled
separately and may in fact differ. Failure to account for outcropping surfaces would ultimately bia the density
surfaces which outcrop seasonally to deeper average depths and pressures tha what is observed.

c. If contiguous observations are missig such tht a gap excedig 200 meter (in th upper 1000
mete) or 600 metes (everhere else) exist for a propert, gridsurfwil not inerplate over that gap to fid
the suace. If the surace occu with tht gap, griurftreats the situation as though the surac does not

exist at the sttion. Ths stategy largely avoids creati bad values by liealy inerplati prope values
where the prope-dpth relation is not liea: in the theroclie, for example.
d. For derived propertes (Le. those computed from measured propertes), be aware that there may be

a dierence between I) computi th derived prope in situ and sug those values to fi the mean;
an 2) comptig the deved prope from th mean values of th meased propees. Ths is not a problem
with HydroBase sttion data inut; the mea is compute by deving the prope in situ, sug those

values and dividi by th number of sttions used. However, with cd inut, gridsurfwi fist check the cdf
fie to see if a reqes derived propert is avaiable. In ths case, gridsurfwi use these stored values when-

ever that propert is referenced. If the propert is not avaiable, then gridsurf wil attmpt to compute it from
the mean of the appropriate meased propertes. If anyone of these propees is unvaiable in the cd fie,

griurf wi not be able to compute the deved prope and wil prit a message on the stderr device. Although th is not a fata eror, the 'user should be aware tht th resting output may difer from th desired
product.
e. For cd inut, no stadad deviations are computed.

f. If the input is a cd file and the counts used to compute each mean value were included durng grd3d
(Le. -N option not speified), then that iIÌormtion wil be cared though by gridsurfand output to the surace
fies. If no counts were included or if the property is not stored in the cdf file, but can be computed from the
stored propertes, then each grdded output point is treated as if a single observation determned its mean value.
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exaples:
gridsun - P
wil cause a list of propertes to be pnnted on the stderr device.
gridsun 7105 7106 7205 7206 -B-70/-55/10/30 -1.5 -Ssuñ.lIs -Ppr/thlsaox -Du/data -E.dat
wil project pressure, potential temp, salt, and oxygen onto the
70-55 W, 10-30 N. The output fies are speified in surf

surfaces listed in surflis for the area spanning
lis; the output gnd has half-degree spacing between

nodes.

contents of surfli: (propert_id value outputfle_nae)
sO 26.5 sig2650_hdeg.gnd
sl 31.85 sig3185_hdeg.grd

s_ 32.35 1500 sig3235_hdeg.gnd
s2 36.95 sig3695_hdeg.grd

s4 45.90 sig4590_hdeg.grd

end

grdsun natl.cdf -Dlhomelruthlcdf -C -8-85/0/0/65 -11.0 -Ssuñ.lIst -Pht/valpr

wil projec dynac height, spific volume anomaly, and pressure onto the suraces listed in sur.list for the
area spang 0°_85° W, 0°_65° N. The output grd has 1° spacing in both lat an Ion diections. The bin cdf
fie created by grid3d is used as inut.
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3. Smoothing a Gridded Suñace: smoothsurf

i e create y gri su
Output: List of lonlat pairs
Usage: smoothsuñ -linputßlename -Ooutputßlename -Plist-of-properties -Mminobs

Rsearch_radius (-N) (-8) (-8blanking_infoßle)
-I: name of input fie (produced by gridsurf

-0: name of output fie
-P: specifies a list of property ids to smooth;

ex: -ppr/thsalox

-M: minimum number of observations desired per gndnode
-R: search radius (number of gndpoints)

(-N): include number of observations and radius of smoothing in output fùe
(-S): generate stadard deviation information
(-8): specifies name offùe containg lit
of gridpoints to be automaticaly blaned.

Smoothsurf divides by inØividual propertes the fie produce by griurf and creates fies contang
~)ß, lat, z trplets. It can addtionally peorm some siple interplation and smoothg by usig the -M and-R
options. If
the tota number of obserations is fewer th minobs, a value speifed with -M option, eah point
lyi one node farer away is adde weighte not only by its number of observatons, but also bya dice
factor 1/2d (where d is the number of grdpints away from the central node). The user speifes how far out
(radius of inuence) to search to fid minobs nuber of observations.

Th program outpts up to 4 fies for each prope spifed:

file type

1) prope ino:

contents

me_name

Ion, lat, av _value, (radius, 0)

-:root:ropert _Ïf.xyz

2) blan grdpts:

Ion, lat

-:root:.lropert _itb. blk

3) stddv ino:

Ion, lat, stddev, (radius, n)
lon, lat

4) stv blan:

-:root:ropert _itb _ var.xyz
-:root:ropert _Ïf _ var .blk

where root is supplied by the -0 option and propert _id is the same as the prope _1iCids in the -P opton.

The output fies for blan grdpints (fie tys 2 and 4 above) conta a li of lon/at pais representing

the grdnodes at which there were zero obserations afr smoothng. Ths inormation is intended to be used
in graphics routines which pemut the user to spify areas to mask prior to contounng.
The -B option pemuts you to supply a file contaning the lon, lat of grdnodes to be automatically

blaned. It provides extra control in masking out bathymetry, coastlnes, etc... Before computing each new
grdpoint, smoothsurf checks ths list of gridnodes. If the grdpoint is on the list, then it is immedately listed in
the blanng fie(s) without any computation performed for that node.
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The -M and -R options together control the radius of influence (actually a square) used in smoothng
each gridpoint. The algorith implemented in ths module pennts the smoothng radius to vary based on the
local observation density. Because smoothng dampens the intensity of the property gradients, especially in

frontal zones such as the Gulf Stream, it is desirable to apply the least amount of smoothng to a propert field
while yet providing statistically meanngful mean values whenever possible. TIs approach presumes that if a
grdpoint is defined by an ample number of observations, it nee not be additionally smoothed. Conversely,
where only a few or no observations define a gridpoint, information from neighboring nodes should be incorporated to define the mean property values. TIs is espeially applicable to hydrographic data because station

density is not random. High sampling densities are clustered near-shore and around frontal zones such as the
Gulf Stream; low station densities predominate in the gyre interiors. According to the crteria above, smoothng
wil tend to occur in contiguous areas and wil generally coincide with quiescent zones; regions characterized

by shar propert gradients wil require litte or no smoothng.
When th grdded data fies include the number of observations which contrbuted to each mean value,
we use minobs = 10 and radiusofinfluence = 2 for a 1-dgree resolution of

the Nort Atlantic. Statistically,

ths number of observations guarantees us 90% confdence that a compute mean value will fall withn one half
of a stdad deviation from the tre mean for a normal distrbution of values. These parameters can and should

be adjust to a parcuar application and the judgement of the user. They are deigned to pennt flexibilty:

e.g. a very large minobs value wil force the smoothg to be unormly applied according to the radius of
influece (-R value) spcified; using minobs= i wil interplate only at point where there are no data.

When the gridsur fies do not have inormation on the number of obserations (or if it is set to 1
because the property was compute from an averaged p,t,s), then minobs =1 an radius of
influence = 2 wi
interplate over holes in the data on ths suace. Sett minobs ~ 1 wi result in unform smoothg according
influence = 0 wi result in no smooth, however, al propertes in the
grd fie wil be sorted into individual .xyz prope fies.

to the radius spifed. Using radius of
grisurf .

examples:

smoothsuñ -Isig4590.grid -Osg4590 -Ppr/delthsaox -MI0-R2
wi divide the fie sig4590.grd into varous propey fies (sig459O.xyz, etc) and smooth the data to get 10
obserations contrbutig to each grdpint. It wi, however, only use inormation with 2 grdnodes of any

parcuar point

smoothsuñ -Isg4590.grid -Osig4590 -Ppr/delthsaox -Ml -R2
wi divide the fie sig4590.grd into varous prope fies (sig459O.xyz, etc) and interlate only at grdpoints where there is no data (mi obs = i). Again it wi only use inormation with 2 grdnode of any
parcuar point
smoothsuñ -Isg4590.grid -Osig4590 -Ppr/delthlsaox -RO -Ml
wil divide the file sig4590.grd into varous propey files (sig459Opr.xyz, etc), but do no interplation or
smoothng of any grdnodes.
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4. Blanking Gridnodes: preblank,jindblanks

Input: ASCII fie of grdded data on a surface of the typ created by gridsurf
Output: list of lonlat pairs representing blank squares

Usage: preblank -linputßlename -Ooutputßlenam -Pproperty_id -RsearchJadius
-I : speifies the input fiename;

-0 : speiifies the output fiename;

-p : 2-charactr propert ID;

-R : maxmum radius away (in grdpoints) to search for observations;

Preblak detennnes which grdnodes in a matrx of points representing a suace wil contan no data

afr smoothng the speified propert. Its purse is to create a blanng fie representing coasines, outuse in smoothng and contour. The output fie contai a list of lat/on pairs

cropping bathymetry, etc. for

corresponding to grdnode which contain no data. The algorith used prevents oversmoothng at the edges by

evaluating the dibution of points withn the radius of inuence suounng each grdnode. At least one
point must be present on both the left AND right side of the grdnode in orde to incorprate both left and right
points into the central point; ths criteon is simlarly applied to the top and bottom sides.

exples:
preblank -Isig2650_hdeg.grid -Opr2650.blank -Ppr -R3
wi use the fie sig2650_hdeg.gri (create by gridsurf and evaluate the distbution of

pressue obserations

to determ which grdnods wil conta zero observations afer smoothg with a search radus of 3 points .
The list of lon/at pais wi be output to pr2650.blank.

findblans
Inut: ASCn fie of xyz values (simlar to what smoothur prodces)
Outut: list of lon/at pais representig blan squares
Usage: findblanks filenam -Bwestleastlsouthnonh -lxcrlyincr ~ outflenam
-B : spifes th geographical boundaes of the grd;
-I : spifies the lon/lat grd increments
.

Findblanks reads a fie of gDdded xyz values (lon, lat, z) and identifies the grdpints which contan no
data. It wrtes a list of lonlat values to the stdout device. Ths pets you to create a blanng file spifc to
ths grd for a graphics application..

exaple:
findblanks sig3ti90pr.xyz -B-80/-60/20/45 -1.5 ~ sig3690.sargaso.blank
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5. Searching for and Extracting Stations from HydroBase: extract

Input: HydroBase station fies
Output: HydroBase station (to stdout device)
Usage: exract filenameJoot(s) (-Ddirnamel (-Eextentl -Tlist-of_extraction_types
(-Ooutcast.ßle i ~ outfle

filenamJoot(s): are the list of HydroBase fies to be searched. You can speify the entire path
for each fie or just the rootname and use the -D and -E options to speify directory and fie_extent.
Filenames mustbe the first arguments afer the command

(-D) : spees diecory in which the inut fies are stored (default is .1)
ex: -D../data
(-E) : spifes fie extnt for the inut fies (default is no extent)

ex: -E.dat
(-0) : spifes fie to store sttions tht do not meet crteria.

- T : spifes ty of extracton and crtera

c = cruse (node crse code) -Tclcodl/code2/code3...

d = sttion depth (dest observation. in meters) -Tdldepthnldepth
wi extact entire sttion if depest obseration is between spified mimax
g = geographic position (Wand S are negative) -Tg/minlonlmaonlmiatlmaat
Id = extac only observations beeen spifed deth levels - Tldlmidethmadepth
Ip = extac only obServations between spifed presse levels - Tlp/min_pr/max_pr

m = month (l=Jan; 12=De) -Tmlonth1/mon1h/mont3...

n = nation (nod countr cod) -Tnlcodl/co2lco3...
s = ship (node ship cod) -Tslshipl/ship2/ship3...
Y = yea - Tylmyea/maxyear
Combine any of the abve using 1 to separate th extacton ty:

Tg-801-1010/601m 1/2/3/12
Use" afr an extacon ty to extact al sttions EXCEPT the ones which meet the crtera.

ex: -Ts"VFyI982J1982
wi extac al sttions from 1982 except those colleced by th ship VE.

Extract wil retreve stations from HydroBase according to criteria spcified by the usèr.

exaples:
extract 7403 7404 7405 7503 7504 7505 -D.Jdata -E.dat -Tg-55/-35/40/55:: grandbanks.dat

wil extract from the input fies (7403.dat,740.dat,..etc.) located in the diecory ../data, the stations wrnch fall
in the area 55-35°W, 4O-55°N and direc the output to a fie called grandban.dat.
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extract 7102 -E.dat - Ty/19SS/1960/sCHlA T/d200Il0000 ~ 7102.igy.dat
wil extract from the fie 7102.dat in the current direcory all stations collected by the Chain and Atlantis

between 1955 and 1960 wruch were deeper than 200 meters and direct the output to a fie
called 71 02.igy .dat

extract 7102 -D.Jdata -E.dat - Tml -07102.rem ~ 7102.jan
wil extract from the fie ..data7102.data all stations collected in Januar, output them to a file called 7102.jan
and output the rejected stations to a fie called 7102.rem
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6. Listing information from a CDF fie: cdfinfo cdj2asc

Input: netCDF fie created by the HydroBase routines
Output: summar of infonnation to the stdout device
Usage: cdfinfo cdfJilename
cdfasc cdfJilename (- Ttime_bin_index)
( - T): selects the matrx # for the appropriate time bin.

These utilities read the cdf fies created by gridJd.

Cdfinfo wil print a sumar of the typ of inormation contaed in the file.
the actal data values in a format resembling the ascii HydroBase sttion fies.
The - T option, if spcifed selec the matrx associated with the nth tie bin stored in the fie. If not speified,
Cdj2asc wi create a version of

only the fi tie bin -- which by defition conta al years -- is output. The appropriate tie bin index can

be found usin cdfinfo.
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7. Reading & Writing HydroBas Files: hydro_uti.c
Tls fie contains a set of functions to faciltate reading and writing HydroBase format fies.

int open_hydro_fie(char *dir, char *root, char *extent, int prinl-msg):
opens an existing hydro file for reading.
int gel-station(int fie, struct HYDRO_HDR *h_addr, struct HYDRO_DATA *d_ptr) :
reads a complete station.
int read_hydro_hdr(int fie, struct HYDRO_HDR *haddr):
gets station header info.

void reporl-status(int status, fie *fle) :
report any errors retued by read_hydro_hdrO

int gel-data_scan(int fie, double *scan, int n, int *prop_order) :
reads the next scan in an open hydro file

int gel-separator(int file) :
advances fie beyond the sttion separator

int create_hydro_file(char *fname, int mode):
creates a new hydro fie for wrtig.

int write_hydro_station(int fie, struct HYDRO_HDR h, struct HYDRO_DA TA data) :

wrtes an entie sttion to an open hydro fie
int write_hydro_hdr(int fie, struct HYDRO_HDR h) :
wrte a header to an open hydro fie
int write_hydro_scan(int file, double *scan, int n, int *prop_order) :
wrte an individual data scan
int write_separator(int file) :
wrtes a searator lie

int mslO(ßoat lat, Ion, int *msl_ptr) :
Compute the lO-degree & I-degree Masdn Sqare # for a lat,lon pai.

int available(enum property p, struct HYRO_HDR hdr) :
Retu a i if the spcifed propert is avaiable for a sttion.
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8. Reading and Writing cdCfies: hydro_cdfc
A set of functions to faciltate the creation and reading of netCDF fies in conjunction with HydroBase
software. These functions utilize the UCAR netCDF C-interface routines, which implement XDR.

int cdf_init : Opens a new CDF fie for writing.
int cdf_open : Open a cdffie for reading.

void cdCclose : Close a cdf fie.
int cdf_define : Defines all variables and attributes for cdf fie.
int write_prop_cdf : Writes values of a property at a laUion node.

int write_prop_couni-cdf: Writes # of obs fora property at a laUion node.
int write_std_depths_cdf: Writes standad depths to de variable.
int write_time_bins_cdf : Writes minimax values definingtime bins.

int write_bottom_depth_cdf: Writes the bottom depth values to bottom varable.

int read_cdChdr : Reads header info from a cdf file.
int read_cdf_prop : Reads all values of a property at a latlon node.
int read_cdf_prop_count: Reads # of obs for a property at a latlon node.
int read_cdf_depths : Reads values of depth varable from cdf file.
int read_cdf_bottom_depth: Reads values of bottom depth from edf fie.
int get_indices: Converts latlon to row/col for a cdffie.

int gei-Iai-Ion : Convert row/col to latlon.
int d2tdlev(depth) : returns stddepth index asiated with depth

double stdlev2depth(index): returns depth asated with stddepth index.

Th default set of stdad de is defied here alo:
#define NDEF _DEPT 41
double deCdepth(NEF _DEPTHS) = ( 0, 10, 20, 30, SO, 75, 100, 125, 150, 200,

250,30,40,50,60,700,800,90,100,1100,
1200,1300,140,150,

17SO,200,25O,300,35O,40,

4500,5,550,60,650,700,750,800,8500,9,
-99 l;

NOTE: The -99 holds a place for the bottom observation
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11s strcture, which is used extensively with the cdf fies, is defined in hydro_cdfh :

struct CDF _HDR (

int nx;
int ny;
int nz;
int nt;

/* Number of columns */
/* Number of rows */
/* Number of depth levels */
/* Number of time bins */
/* Number of properties */

int nprops;
int counts_included; /* 1/0= counts for each property are included or not */
int node_offset;
1* 0 for node grids, 1 for pixel grids */
float fill_value;
/* to denote missing data */
float xmin;
/* Minimum x coordinate */
float xmax;
/* MaximUm x coordinate */
float ymin;
/* Minimum y coordinate */
float ymax;
/* Maximum y coordinate */
float xincr;
/* x increment */
float yincr;
/* Y increment */
int *tmin;
/* min year for each time bin */
int *tmax;
/* max year for each time bin */
char x_units(80);
/* units in x-direction */
char y_units(80);
/* units in y-direcion */
char z_units(80);
/* units in z-drection */
char i-units(80);
/* units in time dimension */
char **prop_id;
/* 2-char mnemonic of various properties */
char **prop_units;

/* units of varous propertes */
/* name of data set */

char title(80);
char command(320); /* text of generating command */

l;
Th cdf fies conta matrces of hydrographic propertes grdde as a fucton of longitude, latitude,
de, an tie. These 4 diensions are stdad to other oceaographic softare such as EPiC, hence we

adopte them here so tht other applications could be used with HydroBase fies.
Furer inormtion on netCDF can

be found in the NetCDF User's Guide published by UCAR and

avaiable by anonymous ftfrom undata.ucar.ed (Inteet 128.17.140.3).
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9. Computing hydrographic properties: propcalc.c prop_subs.c phyprops.f. eos80d.f
In addition to the propertes stored explicitly in the database, HydroBase routines currently support a small list
of computed propertes:

pr : pressure (dbars)
de: depth (meters)

te : in situ temperature (degrees C)
sa : salinity (psu)
ox : oxygen (ml/lter)
n2 : nitrite (micromolelkg)

03: nitrate (micromolelg)
p4 : phosphate (micromolelkg)
si : silcate (micromolelkg)

th : potential temperature: pref= O. (degrees C)
ht : dynamic height (dyn. meters (10 m**2Is**2))
sO : potential density: pref = O. (kglm**3)
sl : potential density: pref = 100. (kglm**3)

s2 : potential density: pref = 200. (kglm**3)
s3 : potential density: pref = 300. (kglm**3)
s4 : potential density: pref = 40. (kglm**3)
s_ : potential density: pref = ? (kglm**3)
bf: buoyancy frequency (l.el\-S radiansec)
pv : potential vortcity (l.el\-12 ml\-1 sel\-l)

sv : speific volume (l.eI\8 * m**3lkg)
va: speifc volume anomaly (l.eI\8 * m**3Jkg)

A set of Fortan fuctons and subrouties by Fofonoff and Miard (1983) is include in the fies phyprops.f
and eos80d.f which imlement the UNSCO standads for computation of ocographic propees using th

1980 eqation of stte.

Gradent Propertes:
Propees th are deved from the vertcal gradients, such as vortcity and buoyancy, are hadled in a

slightly dierent maner from the other propertes. For tempratue, dync height, density, and the obsered
propertes, we compute a value at each observation level then intelate ths propert profie to fid the value

at the deired surace. The value of a derivative prope on a surace, however, is compute from the apropriate vercal gradients (temperatue and salnity usually) surounding the desied surace, and not by creating
a profie of the derivative property at each observation leveL.
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Propcalc

Input: HydroBase station fie
Output: HydroBase station fie
Usage: propcalc filenamJoot( s) -Plisco! -properties (-Ddimame) (- Wwindow(lw _incrll (-Efilcextent)
;: outf1e
fienameJoot(s): are the list of HydroBase fies to be searched You can specify the entire path for each fie 0

.ust the rootname and use the -0 and -E options to speify directory and fie extent. The fienames must be tht
Irst arguments afr the command.
-p : list of propertes to project onto surace;

ex: -ppr/thsalox/t
-p (by itselO prodces a list of available propertes

(-D) : speifies diecory for input fies (default is cuent directory)

ex: -D../da
(-E) : spifes inuCfile extnt (default is no extent)

ex: -E.dat

(- W) : pressure window (db) around each observation for computing gradient propertes (buoyancy,

pot. vortcity). Ths widow is subdivide into a pressure series for approximating the t and s gradents.
Th optional paramete_incT gives the size of

the increment (db) of

ths pressure series. You gain

nothg by spifg an increment smaer th the vercal resolution of th inut data. The value 0
window spes ha

the tota pressure widow. The default valuefor window is 10. If

no w_incrvalut

is spifed, w _ineT is set to the same value as window.

ex: -Wl00/I0 mea a gradient widow of 200 db (100 above, 100 below) wil be used to compute

the density gradient. With tht widow, the obserations wil be intelate onto 10 db intervals tc
compute th t and s gradents use in computig the density gradient.

Propcalc compute hydrographic propees at each level in a sttion and outputs tostout a HydroBase sttion

fie which conta al the propees speifed with the -P option.

;. .
"
5

exales:
propcalc 7203 -D/dUdata -E.dat -Ppr/telthsas3/s4 ;: 7203.sta
wi read each sttion in the HydroBase fie /d1/data7203.da and output a fie in which each sttion list the

propertes pressure, temperatue, potential temp, salty, sigma-3, and sigma-4. Output is redeced from the
screen to a fie7203.st.

Addinl! ! Propertvto lJdroBase:
1) in hydrobase.h, append a 2-character identifier appropriate for the new property to the enum

property list; increment the value of the constat MAXROP.

'j,
jr;
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2) inprop_subs.c, append a 2-character mnemonic identifier to the aray prop_mne(), a

descriptor to the aray prop_descripD, and the units descriptor to the aray prop_units().
Also add appropnate values to the field_ width() and field_precis() arays descnbing the
precision format speification to be used in pnnting values of the property.
width.
The order is important! Be certn to maintain the one-to-one correspondence between each

of the vanables in steps I and 2.
3) add a fuction which computes the property to prop_subs.c

4) inprop_subs.c: in the functon gel-prop_indxO, add an appropnate case to the switch
statement;
5) in grid3d.c:

search for the strg !**! Special cases
to fid all the places where an appropriate case should be added:

i in fucton mainO
i in fucton mixed_layer_ vaisO

6) in gridsurfc:
seach for the stg !**! Special cass
to fid al the places where an appropriate case should be added :

1 in fucton gel-hydro_dataO
1 in fucton insrtdataO

2 in fucton gel-cdCdatO:
- ad the appropriate enum property case to the switch sttement

to set the compute_flag correctly;
- add an apropriate cas to the switch statement to compute the

prope .
7) in propcalc.c:

seach for the stg !**! Speal cass
to fid al the places where an appropriate case should be added :

i in fucton gel-hydro_dataO

8) re-make the entie HydroBase package.
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10. Sorting, Listing and Other Useful Tools: ms*sort, getpos, surfdiff, timeprop, xy4gmt

Sortin!! Modules:
These modules mslOsort, ms5sort, ms2_5sort, and mslsort wil sort fies by 10°,5°,2.5°, and 1° squares

respectvely.

Input: HydroBase station fies
Output: HydroBase station fies
Usage: ms*sort list-ofßlename_root(s) (-Ddir) (-EextentU-Ooutpath) -Nnew_extent

(-A)(-T) -;logfle
(-D) : specifes directory of input fies (default is .1) ex: -D.Jdata
(-E) : specifies input fie extent (default is no extent) ex: -E.dat
(-0) : specifes diectory of output fùes (default is.l ex: -O.Jnatl

-N : specifes new fie extent (default is no extent) ex: -N.dat
( -A i : append to exitig fies (default is do not alter an exitig fùe.)
(-T) : trcate exitig fies (default is do not alter an existig fie.)

These modes wi rea and sort any number of
new

fies, but only 50 outut fies can be simultaeously open. A

fie wi be opened each tie a ston is encountered which does not fit into a curently open output fie.

Afer the maxum numbe of fies ha ben opene such sttions wil be placed into a scratch fie naed
the sort. The-A
and - T options pet existg fies to be adde to or trate. If neither option is spifed, the default
(noclobbe) wi prevent existg fies from bein overttn or appnde to.

msextra.dat. A suar of ston counts wil be displayed on th stdout device at th end of

The namng convention for output fies is mslO _##.extnt
where: ms10 is th 4-dgit 10° Marsden Sqare deigntion,
_## depends on the diension of the sort area and

.extent is spifed at ru tie
Dimension nfsorted tJ í1per 10* MSql

vales nf ##

5° fies (four )

_0, _1, _2, or_3

2.5° fies (sixn)

_Oh, _1h. ... _9h, _Ah, _Bh,
_Ch, _Db, _Eh_Fh

1 ° files (one hundred)

_00 .. _99
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Listinl! Station Positions

Getpos wil generate a list of longitudelatitude pairs for every station in a list of fies. Tls is
parcularly useful for making maps of station locations.

Input: HydroBase station files
Output: ascii list of longitude latitude pairs
Usage: getpos Ist-ofJilenames (-Ddimame) (-Eextent) (-Bminlon/malon/minlatlmalat)
(-D) : specifies directory of input fies (default is .1) ex: -D..Idata
(.E) : specifes inpui-fie extent (default is no extent) eX: -E.dat
(-B) : specifes optional boundares. ex: -B-90/0/0/65

Referencinl! One Suñace to Another

. Surfdiftas two fies conta lon,lat, z tiplets and produce Ion, lat, & (where i: z2 - zl), and
is usefu for referencing one suace to another. Triplets are output only where both fies have a datapoint.

!Iput: 2 xyz fies contag lon,lat,z trplets
Output: 1 xyz fie

Usage: surdifffilel file2 -Bwestleastlsouthrth -Ideltaxdeltay ~ outputJile
- I : specifes gridspacing
- B : specifes boundares.

ex: -1.511.0

ex: -B-90/0/0/65
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Projectine Pro~rties onto! Surface (non-eridded) with Time Information: timeprop

Timeprop projec hydrographic propertes at each station onto one or more surfaces and outputs the
values of those propertes together with year, month, lat and Ion for each station in which the surface occurs.
The surfaces may be defined by some value of any property supported by HydroBase (depth, pressure, temperature, density, etc...)

Input: HydroBase station fies
Output: ascii list of year, month, lat, lon, property values
Usage: timeprop list-ofJilenames (-Odimame) (-Eextent) -Plist-of.Jroperties
(-Bminlon/malon/minlatlmalat) (-Ssurf_definitionJile) (- Wwindow(/w _incr))
-P : lit of

propertes to project onto surface ex: -ppr/thsaloxlt

-p (by itslf) produces a list of available propertes
(-0) : specifies directory of input fies (default is .1) ex: -D../data
(-E) : specifes inpui-fie extent (default is no extent) ex: -E.dat
(-B) : specifes optional boundares. ex: -B-90/0/0/65
(-S) : fie contanig surace definitions. If ths is not specifed, you wil be prompted to define

the suraces interactively.
(- W) : pressure window (db) around each obseration for computi gradient propertes (buoyany,
pot.vortcity). The value of window speifes ha

th tota pressue window. Ths window is

subdvide into a pressue series for approxiatg the t and s gradents. The optiona paramet
w _incr gives the size of the increment (db) of ths pressue series. You gai noth by

spifing an increment smaer th the vercal resolution of the inut data Th default value
for window is 10. If no w _incr value is spifed, w _incr is set to th same value as window.

Exractine X- Y pairs for pr2ertv:pro~rtv pl! xy4gm
Input HytlroBase station fies
Output: asü list of x and y property values
Usage: xy4gm -Xx.Jropert -YY.Jroperty (-IinputJilename) (-Omindepth/maepth) (-M)
-x : 2-char property mnemonic to specify X

- Y : 2-char property mnemonic to specify Y

(-I) : optional input me_name. If not specifed input wil be read from stdi.
(-0) : optional depth range for observations
(-M) : (optional) separate stations with :; symbol
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APPENDIX A: Structure of the HydroBase Data Files
The boldface type shows a typical station from a HydroBase station fie.

q!i £4 ~ fg 11 1. J Is 1 m!1
1--

2-3--

26 ON 8 51 1921 11 11 10.267 -40.683 2830 16 4 7104 0
pr de te sa
0.0 0.0 27.370 34.790
25.2 25.0 26.990 35.170
75.5 75.0 16.760 36.ll40
100.6 llHt.O 14.240 35.5lHt

125.8 125.0 12.570 35.3lHt

150.9 150.0 1 i.t60 35.080
201.3 2lHt.0 9.850 34.930

302.0 3().0 8.920 34.860
402.7 400.0 8.420 34.860
503.5 5lHt.0 7.30 34.780

60.4 600.0 7.380 34.780

80.2 8lHt. 5.730 34.650
1008.2 100.0 4.890 34.760
1210.4 1200.0 4.710 34.880
1514.0 1500.0 4.260 34.950

4--

2021.0 2lHHl.0 3.450 34.950

**

.-- Header line contaning information about the station:

q : NODC countr code
12: NODC ship code

£ : NODC cruse number
d.: station number

11 : latitude (Nort positive)
i : longitude (East positive)
j : echo sounder depth (meters)
k. : number of observation levels

£. : year

1: number of propertes

f: month
g: day

m: 10° Marsden Sq
!1: i 0 Marsden Sq

2-- 2-character property IDs show tye and order of propertes in station.
3-- observed data: i line per depth level
4-- end-of-station indicator

.~

î

:f
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APPENDIX B: Structure of the netCDF Data Files used in HydroBase:
netcdf sample (

lIimensions:
lat = 20 ;
Ion = 20 ;
de = 41 ;

time = 3 ;

~ariables:
float de( de) ;

de:units = "meters" ;
de:lonLname = "DEPTH (M)" ;
de:generic_name = "depth" ;
de:epic_code = Os ;

long minyear(time) ;

minyear:units = "years" ;
long maxyear( time) ;

maxyear:units = "years" ;
float bottom(time, lat, Ion) ;

bottom:units = "meters" ;
bottom:lonLname = "Bottom Depth" ;
float pr(time, lat, Ion, de) ;

pr:uoits = "dbar" ; .
pr:_FiUValue = -99.f;

pr:lonLname = "pressure" ;
float te( time, lat, Ion, de) ;

te:uoits = "degrees C" ;
te:_FiIValue = -99.f;

te:lonLname = "in situ temperature" ;
float th(time, lat, Ion, de) ;
th:units = "degrees C" ;
th:_FiIlValue = -99.f;

th:lonLname = "potential temperature:pref= 0." ;
float sa( time, lat, Ion, de) ;

sa:units = "psu" ;
sa:_FiUValue = -99.f;

sa:lonLname = "salinity" ;
float ox(time, lat, Ion, de) ;
ox:units = "mlliter" ;

ox:_FiUValue = -99999.f;

ox:long.name = "oxygen" ;
short pr_cnt(time, lat, Ion, de) ;
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Ipr_cnt:~FiIValue = Os;
short te_cnt(time, lat, Ion, de) ;

te_cnt:_FiIValue = Os ;
short th_cnt(time, lat, Ion, de) ;

th_cnt:_FiIValue = Os ;
short sa_cnt(time, lat, Ion, de) ;

sa_cnt:_FiIValue = Os ;
short ox_cnt(time, lat, lon, de) ;
ox_cnt:_FiIValue = Os ;
short de3nt(time, lat, Ion, de) ;
de_cnt:_FiIValue = Os ;
1 global attributes:

:Iatmin = 10.f ;
:Iatmax = 20.f ;
:Iatincr = O.5f ;

:Ionmin = -50.f ;
:Ionmax = -4O.f ;

:Ionincr = 0.5f ;
:node_otTset = 1 ;

:nprops = 6 ;
:counts_included = 1 ;

:title = "HydroBas" ;
:command = "grid3d 7104 -D/scratch/ursalruth/natI2 -E.dat -B-50/-4O/10/20 -1.5

Ppr/tetth/saoxlsO -Ctest.cdf - Ttime.bins" ;

:compliance = "HydroBas PMEUEPIC WHOYOARS" ;
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APPENDIX C:
10° WMO Squares: North Atlantic
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